TK) 2 10 Abstract 11 Saccades can either be elicited automatically by salient peripheral stimuli or can 12 additionally depend on explicit cognitive goals. Similarly, it is thought that motor 13 adaptation is driven by the combination of a more automatic, implicit process and a 14 more explicit, cognitive process. However, the degree to which such implicit and explicit 15 learning contribute to the adaptation of more reactive and voluntary saccades remains 16 elusive. To study this question, we employed a global saccadic adaptation paradigm 17 with both increasing and decreasing saccade amplitudes. We assessed the resulting 18 adaptation using a dual state model of motor adaptation. This model decomposes 19 learning into a fast and slow process, which are thought to constitute the explicit and 20 implicit learning, respectively. Our results show that adaptation of reactive saccades is 21 equally driven by fast and slow learning, while fast learning is nearly absent when 22 adapting voluntary (i.e. scanning) saccades. This pattern of results was present both 23 when saccade gain was increased or decreased. Our results suggest that the increased 24 cognitive demands associated with voluntary compared to reactive saccade planning 25 interfere specifically with explicit learning.
8 143 condition the current fixation target extinguished and immediately appeared in the next 144 location along the hexagonal, provoking a peripheral visual transient. In the scanning 145 saccade condition all possible locations along the hexagonal were always present on 146 the screen, meaning there were no peripheral visual transients before the saccade.
147 Importantly, in both saccade conditions participants completed identical saccade paths.
148
The only difference was the number of presented targets (i.e. only one or all). This 149 ensured that in the reactive saccade conditions subjects could simply follow the target 150 around the screen, whereas in the scanning saccade conditions participants had to 151 actively select one of multiple targets and plan a saccade to it. As soon as the initial 152 saccade was detected by experimental software, the target(s) displaced either 3.3 dva 153 further along the saccade trajectory (gain-up adaptation), or 2.5 dva back in the 154 opposite direction of the saccade trajectory (gain-down adaptation). These differential 155 absolute displacement magnitudes ensured equal relative gains ( ). 7.5/10 ≈ 10/13.3 156 Thus, in the reactive saccade condition only the single target was displaced, whereas in 157 the scanning condition all targets displaced simultaneously.
158 To ensure unpredictability of the saccade target onset time, the fixation interval was 159 randomly selected from an exponential distribution with minimum of 250 ms and mean 160 of 550 ms. Subsequently, the currently fixated target flashed (150 ms) after which 161 polling for saccades started (using threshold of 1.5 dva; maximally 2750 ms). As soon 162 as the saccade was detected, the saccade target was displaced. 164 path. In the reactive saccade condition, a single target sequentially jumped along the corners of the 165 hexagonal. Subjects were instructed to simply follow the target. In the scanning saccade condition, all 9 166 targets were always presented and subjects were instructed to saccade to the next clockwise target when 167 the currently fixated target flashed. During the saccade, targets jumped either further away from (gain-up) 168 or closer to (gain-down) previous fixation. Participants sat in full darkness and all stimuli were filled red 169 squares. Note that dotted outline and different appearance of squares are for illustrative purposes only. 173 To asses awareness of the target displacement, participants indicated on each trial 174 whether they perceived the target displacement. For this, the square saccade target 175 turned into a triangle that pointed either left-or rightwards, 500 ms after saccade target 176 displacement. Participants were instructed to press in the direction of the triangle to 177 report the displacement as 'seen' and in the opposite direction to indicate 'unseen'. The 178 response window ended as soon as a response was given or when 2000 ms passed.
179 No feedback was provided. 218 procedure. Within each fold of this procedure, the exponential function was fitted using 219 least-squares to average data of a particular condition across a random sample of 220 participants with replacement (cf. Fig A,B) . In order to retrieve differences between 221 conditions, exponential functions were fitted to all relevant conditions within each fold, 222 ensuring paired comparisons between bootstrap samples of participants (cf. Fig C) .
223 Resulting p-values were calculated as the ratio of parameter difference estimates that 224 fell below versus above 0, multiplied by 2 (i.e. two-tailed tests).
225

Fast and slow process contribution
226 In order to determine the fast and slow process contributions to reactive and scanning 227 saccade adaptation, we fitted the multi-rate model by [34] to the data. We set learning 228 and retention parameters to the values established in the original study (fast learn = .21, 229 fast retention = .59, slow learn = .02 and slow retention = .992), and varied gain 12 230 parameters that scaled the contribution of each process. We fixed the learning and 231 retention parameters in order to maximize stability of our parameters of interest (i.e. the 232 gain parameters). Thus, adaptation was given by the following:
where , , , and refer to learning rate, retention rate, process gain, saccade error 237 and trial index respectively.
238
We also fitted the model using freely varying learning and forgetting parameters. This 239 yielded similar results, although parameter estimates were less stable. This is likely 240 caused by the fact that parameter estimates trade off in the fitting procedure. This 241 interaction between model parameters is illustrated by the following. When learning is 242 relatively strong and forgetting relatively weak, this results in greater overall learning.
243 Similarly, increasing the gain parameter while keeping the learning and forgetting rates 244 equal also results in greater overall learning. Although this latter approach fixes the 245 shape of the individual slow and fast processes, it does allow for the shape of overall 246 learning to vary as a result of differential weighing of the fast and slow processes. As we 247 are specifically interested in the shape of the overall learning curve and not in the shape 248 of either the fast or slow processes alone, we opted to fix the learning and forgetting 
260
= .007), nor was there an interaction between saccade type and adaptation direction 2 261 (F (1,11) = 0.292, p = .600, = .003)). 277 To quantify these observations, we first analyzed the timescale of adaptation. Fig 4   278 shows an exponential function fitted to the data from the second block (i.e. the first 279 adaptation block), both for gain-up and gain-down adaptation. Indeed, the timescale of 280 this exponential was slower for scanning compared to reactive saccades, both in the 281 gain-down (p = .007) and gain-up (p = .006) blocks ( Fig 4A and B) . Furthermore, we 282 tested whether adaptation changed more between the second and the third block. The 290 note that one subject was not included in this latter analysis as he/she did not happen to 311 Fitted fast (blue) and slow (black) processes to overall adaptation (green when gain-down and red when 312 gain-up) to data from the second block. Shaded areas around model fits represent the 95% CI over 313 participants. Underlying shaded data area indicates 95% CI over participants of moving average over six 314 trials (as in Fig 3) .
315 The gains of both processes are summarized in Fig 6A. Overall process gain was 316 roughly equal between reactive and scanning saccades (0.576 vs 0.509 respectively, 317 main effect of condition F (1,11) = 3.810, p = .077, = .013). Adaptation gain was 2 318 indeed much higher for gain down compared to gain up adaptation (0.784 vs 0.301 319 respectively , main effect of direction F (1,11) = 40.342, p = , = .650). Yet, 5.434 * 10 -5 2 16 320 this difference was not different between reactive and scanning saccades (interaction 321 between condition and direction, F (1,11) = 1.771, p = .210, = .008). Also, adaptation 2 322 was driven more strongly by the slow compared to the fast process (0.665 vs 0.420 323 respectively, main effect of process F (1,11) = 12.869, p = 0.004, = .167). This 2 324 difference was mainly driven by gain-down as opposed to gain-up adaptation (0.396 vs 325 0.094 respectively, interaction beween direction and process F (1,11) = 6.076, p = .031, 2 326 = .063). However, this interaction could be driven by increased overall adaptation 327 magnitude in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation. To account for this, we 328 calculated the ratio of slow compared to overall (fast+slow) gain and compared this ratio 329 between gain-up and gain-down adaptation. This showed that when controlling for 330 overall adaptation gain, there is no differential contribution of the fast and slow 331 processes between gain-up and gain-down adaptation (p = .667). Of particular 332 importance to the purpose of this study, the fast and slow process contributed differently 333 to reactive and scanning saccades (interaction between condition and process, F (1,11) = 334 10.256, p = .008, = .114). This differential contribution of the fast and slow process 2 335 to reactive and scanning saccades was not different between gain-up/gain-down 336 adaptation (three-way interaction between condition, direction and process, F (1,11) = 337 0.160, p = .696, = .002). 347
The main purpose of this study was to establish whether the fast or slow process 348 contributes more to both scanning and reactive saccade adaptation. In order to 349 investigate this, we further explored the differential contribution of the fast and slow 350 process to overall adaptation. Since this was not different between gain-up and gain-351 down adaptation, we averaged over both gain direction conditions. We first analyzed the 352 ratio of slow compared to overall (slow+fast) gain ( Fig 6B) . This showed that the slow 353 and fast process contributed equally to reactive saccade adaptation (mean slow ratio of 354 0.547 was not different from 0.5 with t (11) = 0.857, p = .410, Cohen's d = 0.258), while 355 scanning saccade adaptation was mainly driven by the slow process (mean slow ratio of 356 0.749 was different from 0.5 with t (11) = 5.053, p = , Cohen's d = 1.523). This 3.705 ⋅ 10 -4 357 differential process contribution could either be due to increased slow or decreased fast 358 process contribution in the scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation. To 359 investigate this, we computed the difference in adaptation gain between the reactive 360 and scanning conditions for both fast and the slow process ( Fig 6C) . This showed that 361 slow process gain is 0.135 larger in scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation 362 (t (11) = 2.265, p = .045, Cohen's d = 0.683). Conversely, fast process gain was 0.270 363 larger in the reactive compared to the scanning saccade conditions (t (11) = 3.267, p = 364 .007, Cohen's d = 0.985).
365 In sum, these results show that scanning saccade adaptation was driven relatively more 366 by the slow compared to the fast process, whereas reactive saccade adaptation is 18 367 driven equally by fast and slow process. The difference between reactive and scanning 368 saccade adaptation is mainly due to a decreased fast process in scanning saccades, 369 but also by a slight increase in the slow process in reactive saccades.
370 In addition to measuring saccade accuracy, we asked subjects to report their 371 awareness of the target displacement in a binary fashion (i.e. seen or not seen; see 372 Methods). Fig 7A depicts this seen judgement throughout the experiment. First, this 373 confirms that subjects generally did not report any displacements in the baseline blocks.
374 Second, it shows that subjects saw the displacement most strongly at the beginning of 375 each adaptation block, to then gradually become more invisible. To relate these findings 376 to the results presented above, we further analyzed data from the second block (i.e. first 377 adaptation block). Fig 7B summarizes the average judgements across conditions. This 378 shows that the displacement was seen more in scanning compared to reactive saccade 379 adaptation conditions (F (1,11) = 11.954, p = .005, = .124), and more in the gain-down 2 380 compared to gain-up conditions (F (1,11) = 10.204, p = 0.009, = .234). There was no 2 381 interaction between saccade type and gain direction (F (1,11) = 0.027, p = .872, = 2 382 ). 384 awareness (i.e. seen versus unseen) across the experiment. This verifies that the target displacement 385 was not seen in the baseline blocks (i.e. blocks 1 and 4 colored black). In addition, it shows that target 386 displacement was seen more often at the beginning compared to the end of an adaptation block. (B) 387 Average displacements awareness per condition in the second block. The target displacement was 388 perceived more often in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation, and more often in scanning 389 compared to reactive saccade conditions (see main text for statistics).
